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Abstract 

 

Innovation in the U.S. solar industry: A review of patent activity in 
solar inverters and mounting systems 

 

Maureen O’Donnell Metteauer, M. P Aff.  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Varun Rai 

 

Abstract:  This report examined patent activity in two areas of the solar 

photovoltaic industry — inverters and mounting systems — and suggests that market 

creation policies contributed to innovation within these solar supply chain component 

areas.  Relying on patent counts, the report found that patent activity for inverters and 

mounting systems increased substantially between 2005 and 2012.  Drawing on economic 

research and innovation theory, the report asserts that market creation policies explain 

how the solar industry shifted its innovation focus toward improving downstream 

technology in the solar “balance of system,” creating opportunity for endogenous growth 

within the industry.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

For decades, nations around the world have sought to create sustainable market-

based renewable energy industries.  New research is shedding more light on the impact of 

traditional energy sources (oil, gas, coal) on the global environment, as well as the health 

and safety of populations. At the same time, global energy demand is rising, and access to 

certain fossil fuels is increasingly expensive (U.S. Department of Energy, Annual Energy 

Outlook 2011  2012). 

Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology enables electricity production, through the 

photovoltaic effect, without generating carbon emissions. When sunlight strikes solar 

cells, it creates electrical currents that can be harnessed for practical use. These cells are 

coupled into larger panels and are utilized by a variety of consumers, business and 

electricity utilities to generate clean electricity.  

Although solar PV accounts for less than 1 percent of total electrical generation in 

the United States (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2012, 75), increasing numbers 

of consumers, businesses and public utilities are adopting it thanks to a rapid decline in 

solar cell and module prices over the last few years (U.S. Department of Energy 2012). 

According to the Department of Energy’s SunShot Vision Study, solar panel prices have 

declined by as much as 60 percent since 1995 (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

2012). Consequently, there is a glut of PV panel supply in the marketplace. The Solar 

Energy Industries Association (SEIA) recently stated that the United States now has just 

over 3,900 megawatts (MW) of installed solar PV capacity, with installations doubling 
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between 2010 and 2011 alone. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimated 

in 2012 that solar power is the fastest growing renewable energy source.   

 Solar PV cell and module price declines also are creating major challenges for 

industry firms that are experiencing increased demand for solar products, while also 

struggling to remain solvent in light of shrinking profit margins. In order to continue to 

grow the market for solar products, total costs of the system must continue to decline.  

Economic theories concerning innovation and diffusion of new technologies 

suggest that when a market is created, new entrants seek to innovate and competition 

among producers ensues. Moreover, adoption rates for new technologies increase when 

their prices become competitive. Previous research suggests that government policy 

support of renewable energy industries has fueled technological development and 

innovation (Jaffe and Trajtenberg 2002) (Lanjouw and Mody 1996) (J. P. Weyant 2011). 

Spurred by concern over environmental degradation and the desire to encourage 

proliferation of renewable energy generation, lawmakers in the United States (as well as 

other nations) enacted a range of policy tools beginning and in the 1970s and into the 

1990s and 2000s to encourage demand for solar products and thus induce innovation. For 

the solar industry, the creation of this market, driven largely by government policy, 

attracted new firms and spurred innovation and competition among solar PV cell 

producers.   

Thus, as solar cell and modules prices decline due to market competition, the 

remaining components of a solar PV system now comprise a greater share of the total 

cost for installing PV systems.1  This is what is known as the solar “balance of system” 

(BOS). The BOS costs typically include “design, site preparation, system installation, 

                                                
1 Installed costs represent the “up-front” capital investment required to implement a solar photovoltaic 
system either at a residence or commercial entity.  
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support structures, power conditioning and management, maintenance, and storage (U.S. 

Department of Energy 2009). According to GTM Research, the BOS now represents 

about 68 percent of the cost of a residential or commercial solar system (Smith and Shaio 

2012). Therefore, solar firms must shift their focus to innovate within the BOS to further 

decrease their costs and create a competitively priced alternative to traditional fossil-fuel-

based electricity generation.  

The focus of this professional report is to determine if there is an observable shift 

in innovation activity within the solar industry toward improving the BOS and to uncover 

the conditions that brought about this phenomenon using primary, publicly available 

patent data for two component areas of the BOS: solar PV inverters and mounting 

equipment.    

The purpose in recording and measuring patent activity is to gain insight into the 

direction of innovation and investment on the part of the solar industry in the United 

States and what conditions may have contributed to this marked increase in patent filings 

in inverter and mounting systems. The data also provide a snapshot of global activity in 

these spaces and allows one to observe where firms (and individuals) inventing these new 

technologies are located, and how offer government policy played a key role in spurring 

the market, which has led to innovation. There have been several studies and reports that 

have examined innovation within the solar industry as evidenced by patent counts but 

none I am aware of has examined patent activity within specific components of the BOS. 

To investigate patent activity in the solar BOS, I relied on a sample of patents and 

patent applications filed at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). I 

procured the sample through a series of searches of the PTO’s online patent database. I 

reviewed more than 1,600 patents and patent applications and recorded 620 of them that 

were related to inverter and mounting equipment technologies and their subcategories. I 
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only recorded patents and applications published from January 1, 2005, through July 31, 

2012. Using this data, I observed how many patents and applications were filed during 

that time period.   

The results of the patent search revealed an increase in patent activity for solar PV 

inverters and mounting equipment, precisely as solar cell and modules prices sharply 

dropped. Moreover, the increased rate of patenting activity follows the re-introduction of 

a series of policy instruments aimed at igniting market demand for renewable energy 

generation products. These trends suggest there is a strong connection between 

government policies designed to stimulate new markets and innovation in various 

technologies to supply those new markets. Market creation policies also seem to have 

spurred vigorous competition among firms, which resulted in the price declines that has 

re-aligned business opportunities toward improvements in BOS and ultimately increase 

solar PV adoption rates. The data also show that most of the increase in patents are 

coming from established firms, which further suggests that solar firms are ramping up 

patenting activity for products and services that comprise the solar balance of system, in 

order to reduce costs and achieve pricing that can increase solar adoption rates.  

This report is divided in five chapters: Chapter 2 will provide an overview of solar 

technology, how it works and the innovation opportunities within the solar balance of 

system; In addition, Chapter 2 also will discuss previous research on the topic of patents 

as a measure for innovation and the role of government policy in spurring demand for 

new technologies; Chapter 3 will discuss my methodology in procuring patent data; 

section four will provide the findings from my patent research; and Chapter 4 will 

provide the findings from patent data; and Chapter 5 discusses the policy influences on 

the creation of the solar market and how policy has affected innovation in BOS inverters 
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and mounting equipment; and Chapter 6 will provide insights on solar policy and what it 

portends for increasing the adoption of solar energy. 
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Chapter 2: Solar Technology Development and Innovation Policy: How 
Policies Trigger New Technologies as Measured by Patents.   

 

Technology Review: Balance of System in Solar Photovoltaics  

In solar PV systems, the photovoltaic effect occurs when sunlight is converted 

into electricity using solar cells, which are arranged and connected in panels, commonly 

referred to as modules. Several modules can be connected together with wire or cable to 

form an array.  

Illustration 2.1 provides a graphic image of the photovoltaic effect. Traditional 

solar cells are composed of two layers of semiconductor material, such as silicon. 

Additional minerals are inserted into the silicon to destabilize its atomic architecture and 

form a positive layer and a negative layer. When photons from sunlight strike the layers 

of silicon, it creates radiation that unlocks electrons in each layer of silicon. 

Consequently, the positive and negative electrons try to combine with one another. 

Because the layers are connected with wires or cables, the electrons are able to flow 

freely from one side to the other, thus generating a direct electrical current (U.S. 

Department of Energy 2012). 
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Source: Data and graph courtesy of the National Energy Education Development Project (National Energy 
Education Development Project 2012). 

Illustration 2.1: The Photovoltaic Effect 

To catch sunlight, solar PV systems can either be mounted to roofs or to ground-

based structures. Electrical utilities or commercial businesses often employ ground-

mounted PV systems for large scale electricity generation, whereas residential solar PV 

systems are most often located on home rooftops or buildings such as a sheds, garages, 

carports or other shade structure.  
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

Solar PV cells are small square-shaped wafers that actually convert sunlight into 

electricity through the photovoltaic effect, which Edmond Becquerel discovered in 1839. 

Solar cells commonly are composed largely of either monocrystalline silicon (c-Si) or 

polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si).  In recent years, researchers and firms have developed 

new materials for solar cells over the last few decades resulting in the production of 

“thin-film” PV cells, which can be made from amorphous silicon (a-Si), cadmium 

telluride (CdTe), or copper indium gallium diselenide (CIS or CIGS). While silicon-

based cells typically have higher efficiency rates, the thin-film solar cells are less costly 

and are produced on flexible material that can be used in a number of varied applications, 

including building-integrated solar products.   

 The components of a solar system sans the PV cells or modules are often called 

the solar balance of system (BOS). The Department of Energy’s Office of Energy 

Efficiency and Renewable Energy actually defines BOS as “all components other than 

the mechanism used to harvest the resource (such as photovoltaic panels or a wind 

turbine). Balance-of-system costs can include design, land, site preparation, system 

installation, support structures, power conditioning, operation and maintenance, and 

storage” (U.S. Department of Energy 2009).  

 Illustration 2.2 provides a snapshot the basic architecture of a residential solar 

system. These systems typically contain several major components: the PV cells 

contained in modules generate direct current (DC) electricity; racks or mounting 

equipment hold the modules to the rooftop or support structure; wiring connects the 

modules to a combiner, which then routes the DC current to an inverter system. Solar 

inverters convert the DC electrical current to alternating current (AC), which is the 

standard form of electricity used in the grid system; the inverter also manages the output 
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levels. Finally, the wiring systems connect the electricity (now AC) back into the home’s 

electrical junction box and through its electric meter, which connects the system to a 

electrical utility grid. Not all solar systems are designed exactly alike. The design and 

architecture of a PV system depends on the size of the desire energy output and its 

required functions. For example, commercial and/or utility systems tend to have larger 

electricity loads and may require additional mechanisms to monitor electrical output 

(Photovoltaic Installer Resource Guide 2012). PV systems also can be designed to 

“stand-alone,” and generate energy without connecting into electrical grid infrastructure.  

 

 
Source: Author illustration. 

Illustration 2.2: Basic Residential Solar PV System 

Solar PV components often include sub-categories of products and technologies 

that assist in the production of electricity. One example would be the use of “trackers” or 

mechanisms that are installed as part of the mounting system to move solar arrays and 
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maximize their exposure of solar cells to sunlight. Another subcategory is 

communications software and other information technologies: together, these enable 

remote monitoring and management of the electricity generation and switches to isolate 

the electric currents.   

Similarly, mounting systems are categorized in various ways. Mounting 

equipment can include racks that physically attach solar PV modules to a roof or stand–

alone structure. It can also reference the location or integration of PV materials into 

larger structures and buildings, such as building-integrated PV, whereby solar PV films 

and cells are integrated into the design of a building and installed into roofs, walls and 

windows. 

For purposes of this study, I will only be addressing two component categories of 

the BOS: inverters and mounting equipment. Chapter 3 provides more details on the 

breakdown of the subcategories contained within these two component areas.  Inverters 

generally are large units that are centrally located within the overall system. Inverters can 

convert DC to AC for use in isolated environments or route the generated electricity back 

to the public utility electrical grid.  

The Department of Energy’s SunShot initiative estimates that in order to increase 

adoptions of solar PV, the total cost of purchasing, installing and maintaining a solar PV 

system must be about $1.50 per watt for residential and commercial systems and less than 

$1 per watt for utility-scale PV systems (U.S. Department of Energy, Sunshot Vision 

Study, 2012, 77). This metric is commonly called the installed cost of solar PV and it 

varies according to the size of a system.  By comparison, the total residential PV price is 

roughly $3 per watt (Goodrich, James and Woodhouse 2012, iv-v).2  Since solar modules 
                                                
2 The installed cost of residential or commercial PV systems depends on several factors including how 
large the system is and in which part of the country the PV system is installed. In addition, the NREL study 
included components for mounting equipment into the PV module costs. The latest figures on median 
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historically represented the lion share of the costs for most PV systems, most R&D 

focused on making the cells themselves more cost efficient. That focus is changing. Over 

the last decade the cost of solar cells and modules has declined sharply. In 2002, solar 

modules cost roughly $4 per watt. By 2011, it had dropped to about $1.59 per watt (U.S. 

Department of Energy, Solar Photovoltaic Cell/Module Shipments Report 2011, 2012).  

COST REDUCTION OPPORTUNITY 

Inverters and mounting systems are solar PV components that can add costs to the 

overall price of a system. Figure 1.2 provides an overview of the installed cost 

breakdown of solar PV systems. This data, compiled by the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory, shows that inverters represent about 7 percent of the cost of a residential 

solar system and about 8 percent for a standard commercial system.3 (Goodrich, James 

and Woodhouse 2012, 9-11) Although these component costs seem small, they do affect 

labor and installation costs for PV systems, which can total around 22 percent (Van Dell 

and Lawrence 2012).    

                                                                                                                                            
installed costs from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory show that 1000 kilowatt or larger PV 
systems are about $4.5 per watt installed (Barbose, Darghourth, and Wiser 2012). 
3 Additionally, the percentage of cost for inverters likely has decreased from 7 percent of the total PV 
system cost, since the NREL report captured costs in 2010 (Goodrich 2012). 
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Source: Graphic and data by Goodrich, James and Woodhouse, Residential, Commercial, and Utility-Scale 
Photovoltaic (PV) System Prices in the United States: Current Drivers and Cost-Reduction Opportunities 
2012. 

Figure 2.1: Residential Rooftop Solar PV System Price Breakdown 

The significant price declines in solar cells and modules have shifted industry 

innovation focus to reducing any costs that can reduce the total installed cost per watt and 

ultimately increase consumer adoption of solar technology.  

If inverters can be enhanced in ways that decrease their installation costs or 

alternatively increase the efficiency and energy output of solar modules, then these 

innovations can help achieve the goal of creating cost parity between solar PV and fossil 

fuel electricity generation.  In fact, one innovation in this field is emerging in the form of 

micro-inverters, which attach directly to PV modules to convert the electrical current at 

the source of generation.  
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A similar principle is true for mounting equipment.  If solar PV panels and 

modules can be mounted to roofs or in places that enables more efficient harvesting of 

sunlight for electricity, or integrated within buildings in a way that  improves adoption 

rates by lowering installations costs or reducing aesthetic barriers to adoption, then the 

innovation can drive additional market opportunities for solar firms. The goal of this 

report is to determine if there is an increased focus in innovation activities as represented 

by patent counts in the area of inverters and mounting equipment.  

 

Literature Review: Innovation Sources, Creation of Markets, and 
Patent Counts 

 

Scholars have long been interested in the drivers of innovation. Patent data is 

often used to measure innovation activity and subsequently address the role of policy in 

technological change. This section will briefly review some key studies that suggest that 

there is a strong relationship between endogenous innovation and the development of 

new markets through government policy. The economics literature has shown in variety 

of cases that firms will invest in research and development (R&D) to produce better 

environmental technology as a result of regulations. Moreover, the creation of new 

markets through policy incentives can spur dynamic growth and create market-based 

competition that eventually compels firms to innovate in order to remain viable.   

This chapter is divided into four sections: The first section provides an overview 

of some of the economic foundations of innovation; section two discusses several 

frameworks that explain renewable energy innovation and diffusion; section three will 

highlight the use of patent data as a metric of innovation; finally, section four will look at 
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studies that relied on patents to measure renewable energy innovation as well as 

innovation in the solar PV industry.   

SOURCES OF INNOVATION 

Many economists theorize that innovation occurs as a result of combination of 

factors both internal (production processes, R&D) and external (market competition or 

government policy).  Building on the four major economic frameworks of Adam Smith, 

Karl Marx, Joseph Schumpeter and Kenneth Arrow, Cristiano Antonelli discusses the 

current theories on innovation and economic growth, highlighting how technological 

innovation is an endogenous process often enhanced by external economic forces 

(Antonelli 2009). Endogenous activities, such as “learning by doing,” knowledge 

spillovers, and R&D, enable firms and organizations to innovate both incrementally and 

dynamically (Antonelli 2009) (Weyant, Clarke and Birky 2006). Exogenous factors, such 

as government policy and market competition also play a role in innovation activities by 

creating pressures or incentives for firms to innovate (Braun, et al. 2010). Economic 

factors such as new market entrants and competition can drive innovation through 

endogenous research and development and organization adaptation in anticipation of new 

opportunities. Government policy, on the other hand, in the form of tax credits or 

regulation, can spur market demand, which results in competition and ultimately 

contributes to innovation. Technologies that result from these factors generally follow a 

cycle of evolution from invention and early stage innovation to niche markets, and 

ultimately “pervasive” adoption and saturation (Victor, Nakicenovic and Grubler 1999, 

249-250).  
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RENEWABLE ENERGY INNOVATION AND DIFFUSION  

 Scholars credit both exogenous and endogenous factors in general innovation and 

diffusion of new technology, but few studies have examined the application of these 

frameworks in the solar PV industry. What drives innovation and adoption of renewable 

energies, and what does it portend for the examination of innovation in solar systems? 

The sources of innovation in the solar industry appear to originate from a combination of 

government policy that sought to incubate new markets for solar and other renewable 

energy generation products, along with the market competition that those policies 

spawned. 

Induced Innovation 

One framework from which one can observe the trajectory of innovation among 

renewable energy technologies is induced innovation. First suggested in 1932 by John 

Hicks, the concept of induced innovation has evolved throughout the century.  More 

recently, it can be linked with innovation in the energy industry as a response to public 

environmental concerns and government policy choices aimed at combating them. The 

induced innovation theory broadly asserts that innovation and technological advancement 

in the form of substitution will occur in order to diminish costs. Hicks theorized that 

firms have an incentive to develop new technologies in order to mitigate costs – namely 

labor costs – within the production cycle.  

Richard Newell, Adam Jaffe, and Robert Stavins applied Hick’s theory by 

empirically testing technological improvement in the energy efficiency of appliances in 

relation to rising energy prices, as well as increased government regulation. While they 

found that rising energy prices “accounted for one-quarter to one-half of the observed 
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improvements in the mean energy efficiency” of various appliances,4  government rules 

in the form of energy standards had a “modest” impact on efficiency within the product 

sample (Newell, Jaffe and Stavins 1998, 1, 25-26).   

Innovation through Market Creation 

Additional economic literature underscores the role of policy in developing new 

technology by creating public demand and the creation of new markets.  Several scholars 

have emphasized the need for market creation through policy channels as a key source for 

the long-term innovation in renewable energy technologies. Jacob Schmookler’s 

groundbreaking work in patents and economic output first uncovered the motivation 

between innovation (as represented in patent activity) and market opportunities. Thus, 

innovation activity is largely driven by demand. Newell and Jaffe, along with David 

Popp, provide an excellent review of key studies on various policy instruments and their 

effect on environmental technological change (Popp, Newell and Jaffe 2010). Much of 

environmental policy over the last few decades has sought to set a price on the externality 

of pollution, while at the same time incentivizing diffusion by creating new demand for 

technologies. The authors highlight how empirical evidence suggests that the rate of 

technological innovation and adoption in the renewable energy space depends on the type 

of policy choices, which include everything from limits on pollution, to subsidies and 

support for R&D.   

Market formation largely depends on policy choices (Steil, Victor and Nelson 

2002). Policies can shape new markets through an evolutionary process of incubating 

niche markets and driving demand with policy instruments including standards, and then 

directly supporting them through tax policy, for example. These policy choices are 
                                                
4 Newell, Jaffe, and Stavins analyzed energy efficiency in the following appliances: room air conditioners, 
central air conditioners, and gas water heaters.   
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emblematic of the “technology-push, demand-pull,” framework, whereby innovation 

sources are found in policies that seek to increase technical knowledge, as well as the 

creation of demand that accelerates the diffusion of new knowledge or technologies.  In 

the case of solar PV, the early industry found a niche through the space program, which 

helped to nurture the technology and provide a public platform to demonstrate its 

practicality. Government subsidies in the form of tax incentives expanded this niche, and 

encouraged broader diffusion of the technology. John Weyant argues that, in the absence 

of regulation that would limit carbon emissions to create parity with fossil-fuel-based 

energy sources, renewable energy technologies require subsidies to “stimulate” new 

markets (J. P. Weyant 2011, 681), demonstrating the need for “demand” policies for 

market creation. Other scholars have been critical of the framework, but seem to 

recognize the need for both supply and demand to enhance innovation and its diffusion. 

Giovanni Dosi asserted that the degree to which innovation opportunity is available in 

any particular field or industry depends upon the previous technological trajectory within 

that industry, as well as the characteristics of the “technological paradigm.”5  (Dosi 1988, 

1137).  

 Technology-Push and Demand-Pull and Market Creation 

A new framework, however, has emerged to address the weaknesses of 

‘technology-push, demand-pull’ theory for environmental innovation. Margaret Taylor 

proposed three categories — “upstream innovation, market creation and interface 

improvement" — to explain sources of environmental technology innovation. The first 

                                                
5 In broad terms, Dosi developed the concept of technological paradigm as a model for how firms innovate 
to solve technological problems. It is derived from scientific principles, and is analogous to Thomas Kuhn’s 
scientific paradigm concept (Dosi, Technological Paradigms and Technological Trajectories: A Suggested 
Interpretation of the Determinants and Directions of Technical Change 1982).  
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two categories replace the “technology-push, demand-pull” aspects of innovation, but the 

third category is a new addition that seeks to capture the connection between government 

policy and the “boundary space” linking innovators and consumers (M. Taylor 2008, 

2830-31).  Using the solar industry in California as a case study, Taylor highlights how 

California, beginning in the 1970s, made “upstream” investments in the solar industry 

through public-private R&D programs and regulations that required some utilities6 and 

publicly funded universities to invest in renewable energy R&D. The state further 

enhanced these investments through “market creation” policies that incentivized the 

adoption of solar technology or mandated it through regulation of utilities and 

government procurement policy. Finally, the third category encompasses policies or 

programs that seek to improve the knowledge-flow between innovators, government and 

consumers in the supply chain. In this case, solar water heater installers interacted with 

manufacturers, end-users and government entities (to obtain permits) in the solar 

installation process. Some shoddy installers sought to exploit the market for solar heaters 

created by policy incentives, thus creating a barrier to technology adoption.  California 

enacted policies to reinforce the quality of solar installers either through either 

government-managed installations or through a certification/inspection process of private 

installers. Taking the step to ensure a pool of quality solar installers has helped to 

diminish adoption barriers and accelerated solar deployment. Taylor argues that this 

framework may more accurately capture the innovation process within the solar 

technology supply chain and can serve as a broader model for other environmental 

technologies.  

                                                
6 California’s Public Utilities Commission used its authority to regulate what is known as investor-owned 
utilities and required these firms to purchase solar power.  
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All of these frameworks on innovation in the renewable energy fields serve as a 

foundation for this study and help demonstrate how market creation policies are key 

components to innovation in the solar BOS.   

PATENT ACTIVITY AND MEASURING INNOVATION 

 If policy can accelerate innovation by triggering the impetus for new markets, 

then how does one actually determine the level of innovation within an industry?  

Numerous studies have examined the use of government patent data as a way to measure 

innovation.  Patents are a form of intellectual property protection afforded by the federal 

government. They are enshrined the in U.S. Constitution “to promote the Progress of 

Science and useful Arts” (U.S. Constitution, art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 8) by granting an inventor 

exclusive rights to his or her invention for limited period of time in exchange for publicly 

disclosing the invention. Citing the economic and philosophical frameworks undergirding 

the concept of intellectual property, Peter Menell described how patents were conceived 

to motivate innovation through the monopoly rights. Inventors bear the costs of new 

discoveries. Without exclusivity and monopoly rights, inventors would lose their 

investments to imitators.  Moreover, Kenneth Arrow found that there is typical zero 

marginal cost for additional application or use of patented information, once it is 

disclosed. Thus, patents are necessary to provide a mechanism for inventors to reap 

returns from their investments, as well as to motivate future innovation by granting 

inventors monopoly rights to their inventions (Menell 2000) (Arrow 1962). 

Patent Data and Economics 

Patent data is a rich trove of information that is readily available and can provide 

a snapshot of technological change over time. Scholars have long been interested in 

patents as a means of analyzing the level of research and development and ultimately 
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knowledge spillovers that occur within economies around the world. Counting patents is 

often used as a way to observe or measure innovation.  Schmookler was among the first 

economists to study patent counts in order to assess aggregate economic output.  He 

analyzed patents in various industries to assess the relationship between invention and 

economic activity, laying the groundwork for the framework of innovation as an 

endogenous process. He asserted that patent activity is related to the expected return from 

an invention, or, more broadly speaking, the size of the marketplace and profit 

opportunity. (Schmookler 1962, 1-2) His work served as a platform for continued 

investigation into patents to analyze a variety of economic indicators such as 

productivity, levels of research and development, and capital investment (Comanor and 

Scherer 1969) (Griliches 1998). Trajtenberg took it a step further by combining patent 

counts and their weighted citations to indicate the value of an invention (Trajtenberg 

1990). More recently, Jaffe and Trajtenberg dissected the role that patents and patent 

citations play in understanding innovation. The scholars developed a robust data set by 

weighting patents as a function of the number of patent citations they trigger. Thus, 

frequently cited patents offer a way to understand the value or innovativeness of an 

invention and how it has played out in a variety of industry sectors (Jaffe and Trajtenberg 

2002).  

Limits to Patent Data 

Despite the willingness of many academics and economists to leverage patent 

data, there are drawbacks to using them for the measure of innovation activity. First, 

patent activity has grown substantially over the last two decades. The U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office (PTO) tracks patent statistics, including the number of annual patent 

applications and issued patents. Figure 2.2 shows how these numbers have risen 
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dramatically over the last ten years. Thus, a rise in patents in specific industry categories 

must be weighed in relation to the overall increase in patents for the U.S. market.  

 

 

 
Source: Data from U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 2012. 

Figure 2.2: Annual U.S. Patent Activity 2000 - 2011 

Frederic M. Scherer and Zvi Griliches separately discussed some of the key 

weaknesses to using patents counts to measure economic output.  For one thing, both 

authors noted the difficulty in how to classify patents among industries. Most economists 

and researchers rely on the International Classification System, to which national patent 

agencies adhere when categorizing applications.  However, these classifications and their 

subcategories are too granular to adequately capture any one industry. Patent data 

grouped by classification runs the risk of including nonrelevant information (Griliches 

1998) (Scherer 1984). To address this issue, some economists construct their own data 

sets to more accurately reflect the industry or specific sector of the economy they seek to 

measure. In the case of this report, I chose the latter, which will be discussed as part of 

the methodology description in Chapter 3. 
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Furthermore, patent counting as a method for indicating innovation is limited. Not 

all patents are sought for the purpose of commercializing R&D and bringing new 

products to market. Moreover, it is difficult to use these types of patents as a meaningful 

measure of some economic indicators (Griliches 1998).  

Finally, the quality of patents varies widely from among industries, firms, and 

even individual inventors. (Comanor and Scherer 1969, 393) Griliches stated it best: 

“patents differ greatly in their technical and economic significance.” Thus, there is no 

common standard to “weight” the importance of a particular invention to industry 

innovation (Griliches 1998, 292). Therefore, it can be hard to quantify whether some 

patents indicate true innovation. Despite these shortcomings, patent remain a key data 

source by which to examine and assess innovation.  

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND PATENT ACTIVITY 

Numerous scholars have studied patents or measured patent counts to understand 

the extent of renewable energy technology innovation and development.  Jean Olson 

Lanjouw and Ashoka Mody conducted one of the best-known inquiries into the 

relationship between patents and “eco-technology.” Their report provided evidence that 

innovation occurred within “environmentally responsive technologies” as a product of 

government policy that sought to mitigate pollution. Increased patent application filings 

and issued patents for environmentally-friendly technologies were associated with 

investments in pollution abatement cost expenditures (PACE) in areas such as industrial 

and vehicle pollution, hazardous and solid waste disposal, and incineration, which were 

related to a number of government demand-pull policies (Lanjouw and Mody 1996, 557-

58).   
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Economist David Popp mined patent data to assess market-based incentives 

versus command-and-control policies in spurring innovation in air pollution—control 

technologies.  He found that more innovative technologies were introduced in response to 

a regulation requiring efficiency in sulfur dioxide scrubbers, as evidenced by the content 

of patents issued following the regulations (Popp 2003). In both studies, patents served as 

the key metric for analyze the level of technological innovation in environmental and 

energy spaces in response to policies.  

Patents and Solar Photovoltaic Innovation 

 What can patent data say about the state of innovation in the solar industry? 

Much of the existing literature indicates that innovation activity within the industry is 

rising, in terms of observing patent counts. The data also indicate market demand and 

related policy changes.  For example, a recent study conducted by the German Institute 

for Economic Research examined patent data to uncover innovation in the market for 

concentrated solar power (CSP) systems between 1978 and 2004 within Europe, Japan, 

and U.S. Specifically, PTO data showed a rise in CSP patenting activity in the late 1970s, 

followed by declines in the 1980s and a resurgence beginning in 1990. Factors most 

associated with the rise in patent activity included government regulation of the industry 

and policies intended to drive market creation (Braun, et al. 2010). With a different 

methodology, Georgeta Vidican, Wei Lee Woon, and Stuart Madnick underscored these 

findings in a 2010 working paper. Using a bibliometric approach, their study found 

increases in the publication of solar-related research, particularly following periods of 

intense policy support for solar (or more broadly, renewable energy) in the late 1970s and 

again in the mid-2000s. Patent data can also provide a way to examine global 

technological knowledge flows and technological “spillover” among nations (Coe and 
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Helpman 1995). For example, patent data for Korea and Taiwan suggest that the United 

States and Japan (and to some extent Germany) are important sources of solar technology 

knowledge and have played a role in helping those nations achieve their solar PV 

deployment strategies (Wua and Mathews 2012, 537-38). 

Patent Data Indicators for Solar PV Inverters and Mounting Equipment 

The body of work concerning patents and innovation pioneered over the course of 

a century by the economists mentioned earlier serves as the platform for my investigation 

into patent activity within the solar PV balance of system (BOS). Based upon this 

literature, I expected to see a rise in patent activity in the two areas of the solar BOS – 

inverters and mounting systems – for two key reasons.  

First, the industry in recent years has enjoyed substantial government support in 

recent years in the form of subsidies and required renewable energy production (known 

as Renewable Portfolio Standards [RPS]), which enabled solar energy systems to 

compete in the open market with traditional energy sources. These policies have 

accelerated market demand for solar, creating economic incentives for investing in R&D 

and other innovation activities.  

Second, there is evidence that the industry, thanks to global competition in solar 

cells, is undergoing structural change. Many firms are integrating vertically and 

expanding into new areas of research in development in order to survive in the global 

market.  As a result of the decrease in solar module prices, the BOS now represents 

approximately 68 percent of the cost of typical PV systems (GTM Research 2012).  Thus, 

R&D activity is expanding in order to reduce solar costs and drive parity with fossil fuel 

generated electricity. These factors harken back to economic and innovation theories that 

suggest the industry is growing and innovating endogenously, but that the nature, scale, 
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and timing of government policies accelerated this development by creating demand for 

these products. 

SUMMARY 

The survey of literature on environmental technology development shows that 

innovation is largely thought to be the result of endogenous and exogenous factors. Firms 

seek to innovation as a consequence of their own R&D, “learning by doing,” and broad 

knowledge spillovers within the marketplace, thus demonstrating the endogenous aspect 

of innovation. Much of the renewable energy literature of the last two decades focused on 

the role of exogenous factors to drive innovation. Specifically, much of the literature in 

the last decade suggests that innovation in clean energy technology, as measured by 

patents, is the result of policies that 1) provided direct and indirect support up for 

upstream investment in clean energy; and then 2) shaped market demand for those energy 

sources by both incentivizing and requiring new technologies to meet renewable energy 

standards and regulations. Additionally, economics literature demonstrates that, although 

imperfect, patent counts a common and useful metric for observing technological 

innovation within the economy and specific industries.   
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

This report sought to assess the level of innovation by observing the number of 

patents in two areas of solar photovoltaic (PV) balance of system: inverters and mounting 

systems. As described earlier, balance of system refers broadly to the aspects of solar 

installations that do not include PV cells, but rather the remaining components in PV 

systems. This section will discuss the methodology utilized to extract patent information 

on solar inverters and mounting systems and how that patent data were reviewed and 

classified for the purpose of assessing the level of activity.    

PATENT SEARCH OVERVIEW 

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) database contains all issued patents 

and patent applications for firms operating within the U.S. market.  Patents fall into three 

categories: utility, plant and design. Utility patents generally refer to specific inventions 

and/or business methods, whereas design patents only refer to the actual physical 

appearance of a product. For purposes of this research, only utility patent data were 

extracted.  

The PTO grants patents through a series of steps known as the examination 

process.  Figure 3.1 highlights the general process for obtaining a patent in a new 

invention. Inventors must meet the general legal criteria that their inventions are new, 

useful, and nonobvious. As part of the application process, inventors search out and 

disclose all “prior art” on their applications.  Prior art refers to previous related inventions 

and are used by patent examiners to determine whether an invention is truly new and 

innovative. Prior art essentially is the body of work that forms the basis of an invention.      
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Source: Graphic Courtesy of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (Process for Obtaining a 
Utility Patent 2010). 

Figure 3.1: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Patent Process 
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The essence of a patent is the set of claims, which describe specific parts and 

functions of the invention. According to the PTO website:  

The claim or claims must particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject 
matter, which the inventor or inventors regard as the invention. The claims define 
the scope of the protection of the patent. Whether a patent will be granted is 
determined, in large measure, by the scope of the claims. (U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office 2012) 

A patent’s claims are the legal definition of the invention and form the basis of 

exclusivity and legal protection for the inventor. All of this information is contained 

within the patent application. Once an application is completed, the PTO will officially 

publish it within 18 months of the filing date. PTO publishes patent applications as a 

mechanism to indicate that the inventions are is pending patent review. The publication 

process also indicates that the invention is available for reference as prior art.    

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

I chose to review solar PV inverters and mounting systems largely because they 

are critical components of solar PV BOS. As discussed in Chapter 1, inverters are 

hardware devices that convert power generated by solar cells and modules from DC to 

AC. Installation of inverters can be costly and difficult depending on the complexity of 

the solar system’s architecture. Generally, inverters must be installed by electricians or 

licensed professionals. They also represent a common failure point within solar systems 

(Kaplar, et al. 2011). 

Mounting systems are the support structure for solar PV systems they provide the 

physical hardware to attach solar cells or modules to buildings or stand-alone structures. 

The aesthetics of solar PV systems can act as a barrier to adoption, especially in 

consumer markets. The term mounting systems in this research refers to the mechanisms 

that physically support solar modules, as well as the technologies that enable new ways 
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of placing or integrating solar PV cells on a building or structure. Patent activity in 

mounting systems could portend new ways that the systems are used within buildings and 

or the general environment, thus reducing aesthetic barriers to adoption. Taken together, 

both inverters and mounting systems are ripe for innovation.  

Patent Data Search 

The PTO maintains patents and patents applications in separate databases. The 

agency provides a Web-based tool to search the complete contents of both categories; it 

enables the public to observe patent application status at each junction of review. To 

assess the level of patent activity, I searched each database for key words related to 

specific areas of solar balance of system in order to extract a sample.  

For the initial area of PV Inverters, I searched U.S. patents for “photovoltaic” 

AND “inverter” within the claims section of patents. I followed a similar path for PV 

mounting technologies. Table 3.1 provides a snapshot of the search terms for both areas.  

In searching aspects of patents files, I chose to examine claims because they are 

the portion of the patent that represents the invention or innovation and are the legal basis 

for patent protection. I also used parameters to limit the years of patents that could be 

reviewed. Patents issued between January 1, 2005, and July 31, 2012, were included in 

this search. These parameters allow for patents that were filed prior to 2005 if they were 

issued on or after January 1, 2005. Any patents issued prior to 2005 were omitted.  The 

key focus of the searches is inventions within the solar PV supply chain. Patents that 

covered inventions in PV cells or panels or secondary applications for solar panels and 

inverters (such as generating electrical power ancillary products or storage products 

related to solar power generation) are beyond the scope of this research project. 
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Table 3.1 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Database Search Terms for Solar PV 
Inverter and Mounting Systems   

The benefit of using the PTO database is that a search is replicable when based on 

specific search terms. Thus, the application of the search terms in Table 3.1 resulted in 

the same set of patents generated when executed on different dates. The only change in 

each unique search was the addition of new patents or patent applications. I also utilized 

the patent search option within the Google search engine, but the initial result proved 

unreliable to ensure repeatability within the patent search.   

For PV mounting technologies, I added additional search terms to determine if 

more unique patents could be retrieved. Using the terms “mounting” and “solar” and 

searching within patent titles, I recovered additional unique patents. I conducted the same 

search for inverters, but most of the added patents had already been uncovered in the 

previous search.  

SEARCH RESULTS  

Initial search in the PTO patent database recovered approximately 204 patent files 

and 557 patent application files matching the inverter search criteria; and 302 patents and 

553 patent applications for the mounting search criteria. In many cases the title and 
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abstract of a patent provided cursory information.  In order to assess whether the 

recovered patents recovered actually fit the subject of “inverters” or “mounting,” I 

reviewed the patent claims. I looked for the placement of the search term and the relative 

technical functions in relation to the search term within each claim. If this process did not 

yield adequate information, I further reviewed the patent’s background materials, to 

assess whether the invention truly related to inverter functions or mounting equipment, 

placement, materials or methods. In some cases, patent claims actually covered more than 

one category. In these instances, I recorded the patent in both categories. Several of the 

inverter patents and patent applications also included functionality that would be 

regarded as “monitoring” functions. Thus, I included monitoring as an ancillary category. 

This cross-categorization, which occurred in only a handful of patents and applications, 

should not be viewed as compromising the results but rather as providing more specific 

information as to the patent counts observed.   

This approach of classification based on patent claims for the two areas of solar 

BOS differs from previous studies because it aims to ensure the sample is highly relevant 

to the two categories. Previous patent research into the solar industry largely relies on the 

patent classification system, which, as noted in the literature review section, can often 

include too many inventions or applications that are not directly relevant. By combing the 

specific patent claims, the sample in this study is highly relevant and reflects the 

technology functions.  

I recorded in a spreadsheet the relevant patent files retrieved from the search. 

Each patent entry in the spreadsheet contained the following information: Patent Issue 

Date; Patent Application Publication Number; Patent Application Publication Date; 

Inventor(s); Patent Assignee; Solar Supply Chain Category; Patent Number or Patent 

Application Number; Patent Subject, Filing Date, Location of the Assignee (and if no 
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assignee, then the location of the Inventor(s)), Assignees’ (or Inventors’) Country of 

Origin, the Number of Patent Citations; Patent Cross-reference; and Search Terms used 

to find the information.   

I further categorized the inverter patents into two categories: Category A was an 

invention largely focused on the search term, in this case, “inverter;” Category B 

contained inventions where inverters were a key component, but the innovation was 

broader and related to several areas. In this case, I also added an additional classification 

to the patent to indicate that the invention may have covered more than one area in the 

balance of systems.  

 Patent Classification 

After filtering the results to patents related solely to inverter technology or to the 

placement and installation of solar cells or solar modules, I recorded 620 patents and 

applications into a spreadsheet and divided into various broad categories. The first two 

are inventions solely related to 1) inverters or 2) mounting systems. However, some 

search results were inventions that held claims covering other areas of the solar balance 

of system. In those cases, the patents were classified with a third category name: solar 

monitoring.  Table 3.2 highlights the breakdown of classification based on what the 

patent claims covered. Patent results were separated by “issued patents” and “patent 

applications.”     
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Table 3.2:  Patent Classification Categories 

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

While the search results of the PTO databases produced a workable sample, there 

are several limits to data. First, the use of patent counts as an innovation indicator is not 

foolproof. There are some inherent biases including the types and sizes of firms filing 

patents. Larger firms tend to have the capacity to patent more inventions.  

Second, the patent data searches likely omitted information. I categorized the 

patents and applications retrieved in the searches as either solar inverters, solar mounting 

or solar mounting based on the patent claims. Some patent claims might be open to 

interpretation if the text of the patent document was too broad. However, I sought to 

account for this weakness by comparing the information contained within the “claims” 
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section of the patent file to the background explanation of the invention. After analyzing 

this information, I categorized the patent or the patent application as inverters or 

mounting equipment in order to make sure that the actual invention fit the categories. 

Conversely, I omitted search results that were not directly related to the scope of the 

study.   

Third, the origin of assignees or firm that obtain the patent or submitted the patent 

application may not truly reflect the location of the invention. Generally, firms that are 

assigned patents list their corporate headquarters on the applications. Yet the inventors 

may be scattered in different locations in the United States or globally. For example, 

General Electric held many patents for inventions covering inverters and related 

functions. Nearly all of their patents list the corporate headquarters in Schenectady, New 

York, as their location. Some of the inventors listed with these applications are based in 

China or other countries. Similarly, some global firms develop specific patent strategies 

in deciding where to patent their inventions. Some list holding companies as the assignee 

for inventions, which of course may not indicate the true location of the innovation. This 

presents the dilemma of how to determine or measure the origin of innovation. For this 

study, I accepted the location listed on the patent applications at face value as the origin 

of innovation. Determining with accuracy the true innovation origins was not possible 

within the scope of this research.   

Fourth, many of the patents and patent applications revealed in the search were 

“continuations” or “continuations-in-part” of previous patents or patent application. Thus, 

some data may be reflecting the same essential innovation, thus making it hard to 

determine truly innovating inverter or mounting inventions, or even “overcounting” 

innovation in particular area. This long has been a criticism of the patent system for 

purposes of measuring innovation as previously discussed in the literature review section. 
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However, since patent claims are considered the legal standard for invention, this study 

assumes that each patent number and patent application represented a unique invention. 

Under federal law, each inventor and assignee is entitled to protection for the claims 

found in patents. Therefore, the individual patents are assumed to be inventions and 

representative of innovation activity. 

Finally, administrative changes within the Patent and Trademark Office may 

affect the rate of innovation, in terms of patent counts. The U.S federal government 

approved legislation in 2009, the American Inventor Act, which sought to reform aspects 

of the U.S. intellectual property system by changing rules for litigating patents. It also 

included substantial changes in the administration of the PTO, including the hiring of 

additional patent examiners and creation of a program to “fast-track” renewable energy 

technology patent applications through the PTO process7 (U.S. Department of Commerce 

2009). Thus, the agency’s added capacity to review and issue patents may have 

contributed to the level of the actual patent counts in solar PV industries between 2009 

and 2012. 

SUMMARY 

The methodology to determine patent activity for solar PV BOS sought to 

determine the level of patenting activity in solar PV inverter and mounting equipment. 

Using publicly accessible data and search terms related to the two technology categories, 

I uncovered a total of 1,612 patent and patent application files, which were reviewed and 

categorized in order to observe the level of innovation within in the solar PV BOS. The 

data, however, presents some challenges. Patent data do not indicate which inventions 

                                                
7 It bears noting that the PTO’s accelerated patent examination process for clean energy technology — The 
Green Technology Pilot Program — closed in March 2012 due to large backlog of patent applications 
received under the program (U.S. Department of Commerce 2009). 
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represent significant innovation. Thus, some patents may encompass marginal changes to 

a previous invention.  The search process also may have excluded relevant patents. 

Finally, the policies and administration of the Patent and Trademark Office itself can 

affect the level of patent activity by increasing the volume of patents processed or 

spurring a rise in applications.   
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Chapter 4: Patent Data Findings: Rising Innovation Activity 

The focus of this report to observe trends in patenting activity in solar PV BOS 

areas of inverter and mounting systems and to explore what factors may contribute to the 

growth in that patenting activity. In this chapter, I examine the results from the 

examination of solar PV inverter and mounting patents and patent applications. An 

analysis of these data reveals a rise in patent counts between 2005 and the first half of 

2012. The results also show increased patent activity in the U.S. market from individuals 

and firms based in other countries. As discussed earlier, economists and academics alike 

have relied on patent data for decades as a tool to measure innovation activity occurring 

within the U.S. market. The information contained in this chapter is the result of raw 

numbers of patents and patent applications.  

PATENT COUNT CATEGORIES 

Inverter and Mounting System Data 

The data were collected from a search of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

Web-based database. The results from the inverter patent search were classified into 

different areas, depending upon what the patent claimed as invention. Many of the 

patents issued during the time period claimed inventions beyond the category of inverter, 

and included functions such as the position or mounting of inverters and added data 

processing and communications functions. Thus, some patents were classified as 

covering more than one area of the PV BOS. I also compared the rates of change in 

patent counts in two groups: 2005 through 2008 and then from 2009 through the first half 

of 2012.  
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If one combines these categories more broadly as inverters, then the growth in 

these areas is substantial. The data sample, presented in Table 4.1, reveals that the 

percentage increase of issued patents between the two groups of years was over 300 

percent. Patent applications rose 10 times between two groupings of years:  2005 to 2008 

and from 2009 to 20128. Meanwhile, the cost of the BOS as a share of the total installed 

cost of solar PV systems also grew.9  

 

	  	   Years	   Percentage	  of	  Total	   Increase	  	  

	  	   2005-‐2008	   2009-‐2012	   2005-‐2008	   2009-‐2012	   	  	  
Patents	   23	   96	   0.193	   0.807	   317.4%	  

Applications	   12	   151	   0.074	   0.926	   1158.3%	  

BOS	  Cost*	   *as	  a	  percentage	  of	  PV	  system	  costs	   0.574	   0.762	   	  
 
Source: Patent data is by the author. Data on BOS costs from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(Tracking the Sun V: The Installed Price of Photovoltaics in the United States from 1998 to 2011 2012, 14). 
 

Table 4.1: Solar PV Inverter Patent Activity 

Similarly, the growth rate in patent activity for PV mounting systems is 

substantive, as shown in Table 4.2. From 2005 to 2008 and from 2009 to 2012, issued 

patents for mounting equipment increased by nearly a factor of five, and applications 

                                                
8 Data for 2012 covers January 1, 2005 through July 31, 2012.  
9 BOS cost as a percentage of total installed cost of a solar PV system is calculated based on data provided 
by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s annual report on solar PV costs, Tracking the Sun. In that 
report, the authors calculated median installed cost, module price index, and implied non-module costs 
from 1998 through 2011 for PV systems that produced 10 or fewer kilowatts of electricity. The “implied 
non-module” cost is the difference between the “Global Module Price Index” and the “Total Installed 
Costs” in Figure 9 of the report. The Global Module Price Index is based on data obtained by Navigant 
Consulting. The authors noted that the data “provide a rough proxy for non-module costs over time for this 
system size range. Given the manner in which this residual term is calculated, it is not a particularly reliable 
indicator of short-term movements in actual non-module costs, but it does provide a reasonable 
approximation for longer term trends” (Barbose, Darghourth and Wiser 2012, 14).  
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grew by nearly a factor of seven. Concurrent with the rise in patent activity, the cost of 

BOS as a percentage of the total installed cost of a solar PV system also increased.10  

 

	   Years	   Percentage	  of	  Total	   Increase	  	  

	   2005-‐2008	   2009-‐2012	   2005-‐2008	   2009-‐2012	   	  	  
Patents	   16	   74	   0.178	   0.822	   362.50%	  

Applications	   32	   216	   0.129	   0.871	   575.00%	  

BOS	  Cost*	   *as	  a	  percentage	  of	  PV	  system	  costs	   0.574	   0.762	   	  
 
Source: Patent data is by the author. Data on BOS costs from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(Tracking the Sun V: The Installed Price of Photovoltaics in the United States from 1998 to 2011 2012, 14). 

Table 4.2: Solar PV Mounting Patent Activity 

Beginning in 2009, patent activity in these two areas is more pronounced. There is 

sharp rise in the number of issued patents and patent applications for inverters as well as 

mounting systems. Figure 4.1 provides a visual representation of the patent activity 

numbers. The growth also represents the category where the patent claims cover multiple 

BOS categories. The graph indicates that patent activity rose dramatically beginning in 

2009. It is essential to keep in mind that patent applications are published roughly 6 to 18 

months after the patent application is filed. Thus, the development of the inventions 

begins earlier than the year of patent publication in many cases. 11 

 

 

                                                
10 See Footnote 9.  
11 Under law, patent applications must be published within 18 months of filing. 35 United States Code 122 
(b) (1) requiring publication as soon as possible after the application has been on file for 18 months. 35 
United States Code 122 (b) (2) describes the exception to publication when an applicant has requested 
nonpublication (America Inventors Protection Act 1999). 
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Figure 4.1: Solar PV Inverter and Mounting Activity by Year 

International Data 

Patents and patent applications afford the opportunity to observe the location or 

origin of the invention. These are grouped in two ways: location of the inventor(s) and/or 

location of the assignee(s). The activity level for foreign countries applying for solar 

inverter and mounting equipment patents in the United States was low. Over time, 

however, more firms entered into the U.S. market. For instance, there were few issued 

patents for China, but an increase in Chinese patent applications, which increased overall 

patenting activity for that country.      

Most patenting activity originated in two countries — the United States and 

Germany. Figure 4.2 illustrates the patent activity by country between 2005 and the first 
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half of 2012. Not surprisingly, U.S. firms were responsible for the vast majority of 

patenting activity. Because the scope of this report only covers the U.S. market, one 

would expect to see U.S. firms as the major players. Germany held the second largest 

number of applications. Given Germany’s long history in solar PV development and the 

fact that it is home to SMA, the largest inverter firm in the world, one would expect the 

country to have a high degree of innovation activity in the solar inverters.    

 

 

Figure 4.2: Combined Solar PV Inverter and Mounting Patent Activity by Country of 
Origin 

Japan and Canada, followed Germany with 13 and 10 patents and applications 

respectively in the two categories, while China, Italy and Israel rounded out fifth place 

for countries engaging in patent activity within the inverter and mounting systems for this 

data sample.  
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Table 4.3: Top Countries for Inverter and Mounting Systems Patent Activity 

Figure 4.3 provides a snapshot of all patent activity in the United States by country of 

origin and by patents and patent applications in the two categories. While the results 

seemingly are small — mostly due to the size of this data set — they do highlight growth 

in patenting. Interestingly, China registered a sharp increase in patent applications in the 

last two years, but the nation had no issued patents in the two BOS categories.  

 

Rank Country Combined0Patents0/0
Applications

1 USA 445
2 Germany 84
3 Japan 13
4 Canada 10

5
China,9Italy,9

Israel
8
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Figure 4.3: Solar PV Inverter and Mounting Patent Activity by Country of Origin 

Firm Data 

Established firms held a larger number of issued patents in the two solar 

categories over start-up firms. I collected data for patents that were assigned to a firm or 

to an organization. Figure 4.4 highlights the breakdown of patent activity between 

established and start-up firms. Within this group, 59 were issued to start-up firms and 129 

patents were issued to established firms. I categorized firms as “established’ if they had 

been operating continuously for 10 or more years, and I categorized firms as “start-ups” 

if they had been operating for 10 years or fewer. The remaining data from the 204 issued 

patents sample were not assigned to firms. Not all issued patents are assigned and several 

patents were issued to educational or nonprofit institutions, which were not tabulated. 

Patent applications could not be tallied because more than half were not assigned to a 
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firm; and of the group that did contain assignees, not all the information could be located.  

Additionally, some patents were transferred, usually when another firm bought out a 

patent holder, or when patents in question were sold under bankruptcy. In this scenario, I 

relied on the current patent ownership.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Breakdown of Firm Attributes for Inverter/ Mounting Issued Patents Sample  

Similarly, publicly traded companies had the most patents in the inverter and 

mounting categories. Figure 4.5 provides the breakdown of ownership type for firms with 

issued patents. Although public firms seem to be dominant, it was only by a small 

margin.  
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Figure 4.5: Breakdown of Firm Ownership Type for Inverter/ Mounting Issued Patents 

Patent Citations 

 In the patenting process, applicants for a new patent are required to disclose the 

“prior art,” which includes previous patents, published patent applications and technical 

articles related to respective application(s). This disclosure assists patent examiners in 

assessing whether an applicant meets the legal criteria for novelty and nonobviousness. 

As discussed earlier, prior art “citations” often are used to discern how innovative or 

valuable a patented invention may be by how it contributes to downstream innovation or 

knowledge transfer spillovers (Trajtenberg 1990) (Alcacer, Gittleman and Sampat 2008). 

In looking at the 204 issued patents, I distilled the inverter and mounting 

inventions by number of citations, in order to see how often the inventions had been cited 

as prior art. Table 4.4 reveals the results. There were a large number of issued patents that 

were cited between one and nine times, while little more than two-dozen had been cited 

more than 10 times. Patent applications typically contain fewer citations, either because 

the applicant was unaware of pending applications relevant to his or her invention; or 
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because patents examiners have yet to review the applications and locate their closest 

prior art.   

 

 

Table 4.4: Number of Citations for Solar PV Inverters / Mounting Equipment  

There are some caveats when examining the number of citations for a patent. 

Although citations are used an indicator for the value of an invention, the method it is not 

without its limitations. In recent years patent attorneys tend to list all prior art to mitigate 

the potential for the applications to be rejected by patent examiners. That is, many patent 

agents and attorneys may “overcite” prior patents, making it more difficult to determine if 

the invention is significant (Hamilton 2012). Moreover, the attributes of a firm applying 

for patent may influence the number of citations identified by patent examiner when 

reviewing the respective application (Alcacer, Gittleman and Sampat 2008).  

SUMMARY 

The report aimed to uncover the level of patenting activity in the U.S. solar PV 

BOS for inverter and mounting equipment. The findings show a marked increase, 

particularly toward the end of the last decade, in patents and patent applications in these 

two categories. The data sample shows that in raw numbers, firms and individuals are 

actively filing patents on various inventions focused on inverters and mounting systems. 

While the data represents a small sample, it suggests that individuals and firms are 

exploring new technologies and inventions in the inverter and mounting categories at a 

rising rate over the last seven years. While this data does reveal an observable increase in 
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patenting activity, it does contain several limitations. As described, the patent sample 

does not capture all solar PV inverter and mounting equipment patents and applications. 

Patent data can change over time, if a patent holder decided to sell or reassign the patent 

to another party. Thus, attributes of inventors or assignees of patents may not accurately 

reflect the conditions under which the original patent was sought. Furthermore, patent the 

data do not indicate the weighted significance or innovativeness of the inventions by 

tracking the number of times these patents were cited in other applications. Rather, these 

data illustrate the level and trend of patenting activities aimed at bringing new products or 

services to market. Chapter 5 will explore the conditions that have contributed to this 

growth in innovation as indicated through increased patent activity.  
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Chapter 5: Solar Innovation and the Role of Market Creation Policies 

This report sought to observe the level of patenting activity within the solar PV 

balance of system component categories of inverters and mounting equipment. The patent 

counts in these areas show that innovation is on the rise. Government policy designed to 

cultivate a viable market for solar products explains the conditions that contributed to the 

rise in patent counts. Throughout the last century, solar PV gained remarkable efficiency 

and diffused into broader markets thanks to an array of industry and government-led 

research and development, stimulated by small niche markets and policy support. In order 

to examine the factors that are aiding innovation in solar PV supply chain, it is helpful to 

explore the historical development of the industry. Though this report does not assign 

empirical causality for the increase in patent activity, it will address the government 

policies that enabled the evolution of the solar through direct and indirect incentives, 

renewable energy regulations, and the market competition that developed as a result of 

market creation policies.    

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLAR INDUSTRY 

Early Industry Development 

Edmond Becquerel unleashed the potential for solar energy generation with his 

discovery of the photovoltaic effect in 1839. Since then, numerous inventors — including 

Mouchot, Shurman, Adams, Fritts, Lange, and Einstein — advanced solar technology 

through a wide variety of targeted applications. Einstein, for example, published the first 

paper that explained sunlight as salient energy source, triggering additional research into 

the existence of photons, while Mouchot pioneered the first solar-powered motor. The 

combined of efforts of these scientists and inventors gave rise to the first wave of 

photovoltaic breakthroughs. Sadly, their efforts stalled out because no viable market 
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existed to sustain investment for research and development into the technology. Early 

solar advances eventually fizzled with the outbreak of World War I (Perlin 1999). 

It was not until the end of World War II that solar technology experienced 

incremental improvements, and a small consumer market began to emerge in areas such 

as solar water heaters and “solar homes.” Architect George Keck, for example, began his 

work on creating passive solar-heated homes in the 1930s, which leveraged materials and 

architectural design to harness the sun’s energy to heat and insulate homes. Keck’s 

designs generated attention, but ultimately failed to catch on as homebuilders sought 

cheaper alternatives to his early “green” home design. Conventional grid-based electrical 

power eventually won out as the prevailing residential energy source over the course of 

the 1930s and 1940s and diminished the need to harvest solar power (Madrigal 1999, 90-

94). In fact, the first major breakthrough in solar PV development did not come until the 

early 1950s at the Bell Laboratories. Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller and Gerald Pearson 

created the silicon photovoltaic cell. While their solar cell was costly and inefficient, it 

served as the key prototype for the PV market.   

Role of the Niche Market 

As John Weyant and others have noted, the expansion of new technologies often 

requires test beds or niche markets where the technology can be nurtured until it can 

demonstrate its usefulness (J. P. Weyant 2011). This path was no different for the solar 

PV industry. The energy source became attractive for remote power generation, as Bell 

Labs marketed their “solar array” as a power source for remote equipment including 

telephone poles, and even some early consumer products such as radios. However, the 

efficiency and cost of the array served as a barrier to broader adoption and application of 

solar PV in the marketplace (Perlin 1999, 35-37). 
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Solar PV found its first major niche in the U.S. government space program 

beginning in 1958. The energy source could power satellites and other equipment 

hundreds of thousands of miles from the Earth, and helped to trigger government support 

for the development of solar efficiency (Perlin 1999, 48-50). These innovations propelled 

further research and development and helped drive the adoption of PV into other 

commercial applications, including remote power generation for critical infrastructure 

such as oil drilling platforms, telecommunications equipment, sea vessels, and rail cars, 

as well as power sources for consumer electronics products (Perlin 1999). 

Oil Crisis and Policy Support 

The oil crisis of the 1970s focused public attention on the need for new energy 

sources.12 By end of the decade, Congress passed the Energy Act (1978), which 

contained a host of measures designed to stimulate renewable sources of energy 

generation. Tax credits and other policy tools aimed to subsidize the production and 

purchase of solar PV systems. One such measure was the Public Utilities Regulatory 

Policies Act (PURPA), which granted authorization to public utilities to purchase 

renewable energy or cogenerated energy from independent suppliers at an “avoided cost.” 

Under this federal law, California offered standard contracts for renewable energy 

generation that essentially made solar power cheaper than traditional fossil fuel 

generation (Wiser, Pickle and Goldman 1998, 469) 

Concurrent with this act, the Carter administration and Congress approved 

legislation to create the cabinet-level Department of Energy (DOE), which sought to 

realign the management and regulation of the U.S. energy supply. Seeking to expand 

                                                
12 In 1973, at the start of the oil crisis, petroleum comprised approximately 46 percent of U.S. energy 
consumption, according to historical data from the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy 
Review Historical Data, 2012.  
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sustainable energy sources, the federal government in 1977 launched the Solar Energy 

Research Institute (SERI),13 now known as the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL), to support research and fund the development and deployment of solar energy 

generation technology (Madrigal 1999, 103-104). The combination of federal tax 

policies, regulations, funding, and R&D into renewable energy incrementally advanced 

the market for solar PV and laid the foundation for expanded efficiency and innovation 

within technologies themselves, leading to the next phase of PV diffusion within the 

marketplace, what Benn, Victor, and Nelson term “pervasive diffusion.” (Steil, Victor 

and Nelson 2002). 

Current Solar Market Trends  

Over the last two decades global concern about the environment has created 

public pressure for diffusion of better renewable energy sources. Global policymakers 

aimed to induce innovation through incentives and regulations that would act in unison to 

create and expand market opportunities for solar photovoltaic products. For example, 

Several European nations, most notably Germany and Spain, implemented “Feed-in-

Tariff” programs beginning in the 1990s to provide investment subsidies for renewable 

energy sources and stimulate their demand. [See (del Rio and Gual 2007) and (Lauber 

2006) for more discussion of European solar policies.] At the same time, the spillover of 

solar PV technology through acquisitions and partnerships with western firms enabled 

China to expand its global production and innovation capacity in photovoltaics (Tour, 

Glachant and Meniere 2011). 

                                                
13 The Solar Energy Research Institute was designed to support full-scale development and deployment of 
solar PV and thermal technologies. In the 1980s, the Reagan administration became shifting resources and 
the institute was relegated to R&D (Madrigal 1999, 112-115). It was later designated a national laboratory 
in 1991 by the Department of Energy, and subsequently changed its name to the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory. 
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Federal Policies 

Although Europe traditionally has been the largest region for solar deployment, 

manufacturers began turning to the U.S. market starting in the mid-2000s (Shiao 2012).  

The shift occurred as federal policymakers sought more incentives to stimulate demand 

for solar and other renewable energy sources. Congress passed the Energy Policy Act of 

2005, which reintroduced consumer residential tax credits for renewable energy systems  

(Previous tax credits expired in the 1980.) The Energy Act also granted business 

incentives for renewable energy adoption and production. Table 5.1 details the major 

federal policy tools aimed at stimulating solar PV deployment. Many of the initiatives 

aimed to not only subsidize the procurement of PV system systems for consumers and 

businesses, but also the production of the systems (Database of State Incentives for 

Renewables and Efficiency 1995) (U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Act of 2005 

2010). Two major legislative vehicles — the Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 

2008 and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (known more widely as the 2009 

federal stimulus) — renewed and later expanded these policy initiatives (Solar Energy 

Industry Association; GTM Research 2012).  
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Source: Data from North Carolina Solar Center 1995, Federal Incentives/Policies for Renewables & 
Efficiency (North Carolina Solar Center 1995). 

Table 5.1: Key Federal Policies and the U.S. Solar Industry (2005-2010) 
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State Policies 

States also enacted market creation policies designed to stimulate renewable 

energy technologies and boost production and diffusion. Thirty states now employ 

Renewables Portfolio Standards (RPS), regulations that mandate renewable energy 

generation for public utilities.  Of this group, at least half require a prescribed level of 

power generation from solar (Solar Set-Asides in Renewables Portfolio Standards 1995). 

Moreover, nearly all states have some type of program that provides benefits for the 

purchase of solar or renewable energy systems, including sales tax exemption, solar 

rebates, tax credits and exemptions from certain regulations.14 

The most ambitious of the state programs, however, is the California Solar 

Initiative (CSI), which promulgated consumer and business solar rebates and regulatory 

policies designed to create a broad market for solar power and induce cost parity with 

traditional power generation sources. The California Public Utilities Commission 

implemented the $2.1 billion program in 2007 and will ratchet down incentives over a 

ten-year period as solar installations rise.  

A 2011 report, which examined the impact of the CSI, noted, “as a result of the 

CSI, California represents the fastest growing PV market in the country and provides 

nearly two-thirds of the country’s total amount of installed PV capacity” (Itron, Inc. 

2011). California is now the leading market for solar PV systems in the United States and 

among industry observers and practitioners, its solar policies are helping to stabilize 

demand for solar products (Forbes 2012). 

                                                
14 The Database on State Incentives for Renewable Energy and Efficiency (DSIRE) – a joint project of the 
North Carolina Solar Center at North Carolina State University and the Interstate Renewable Energy 
Council – maintains a detailed list of all major federal and state legislation and regulatory programs 
intended to promote and expand the deployment of solar PV energy generation (North Carolina Solar 
Center 1995). 
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Price Declines 

With the advent of policies designed to support markets for renewable energy, it 

is no surprise that solar PV transitioned from niche to commercial market. Just as 

Schmookler and others have noted, growing market opportunities attract competition. 

With the variety of incentives provided by state and federal governments, demand 

steadily has risen, while the barriers to entering (Wald 2007) in the solar industry are 

low.15 This market dynamic paved the way for rapid price decreases in solar PV modules. 

Figure 5.1 provides a glimpse into the price decreases for solar PV cells and modules 

over the last decade, while Figure 5.2 shows the trajectory of total installed costs for solar 

PV and BOS. GTM Research estimated that solar cells and modules cost approximately 

60 percent less from one year ago (Shiao 2012). What accounts for the major drop in PV 

prices? Industry analysts and researchers largely point to the influx of PV panels from 

China.  

 

 

 

                                                
15 Solar industry executives explained that the combination of incentives and public policy awareness on 
climate change created an environment where private sector investors actively sought to invest in 
renewable energy companies (New York Times 2007)(Van Dell and Lawrence 2012). 
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Source: Data from the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration (Solar Photovoltaic 
Cell/Module Shipments Report 2011 2012). 

Figure 5.1: Average Price of Solar PV Cells and Modules: 2002-2011  

 

 
Source: Data from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Tracking the Sun V: The Installed Price of 
Photovoltaics in the United States from 1998 to 2011 2012). 
 

Figure 5.2: Median Installed Costs for Solar PV Systems, 1998-2011 
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China’s transition from a downstream PV producer to upstream innovator, along 

with aggressive government support of solar development has contributed to its growth as 

a solar PV supplier. China’s share of the global market for PV modules has grown over 

the last decade from 2 percent to more than 50 percent (Solar Photovoltaic Cell/Module 

Shipments Report 2011 2012). Chinese firms began entering the U.S. market in late 2008 

and 2009, selling PV modules at lower prices, and forcing U.S. firms to compete. This 

phenomenon contributed to the glut in the supply of PV modules. Coupled with global 

economic recessions in late 2008, the increased supply of PV triggered a downward spiral 

in pricing on solar cells and modules. These events have led to critical changes within the 

solar industry, spurring firms to look for other ways to drive demand for their products.  	   

Solar Market Growth 

All of these factors have created a new paradigm in solar PVs.  With the existence 

of subsidies, and falling prices on module components, shipments of solar PV systems 

grew exponentially over the last decade. Between 2009 and 2011, the number of module 

installations nearly doubled. The Energy Information Administration estimated that 

“solar power is the fastest growing source of renewable energy” (United States Annual 

Energy Outlook 2012). The number of companies in the market has risen dramatically as 

well. The Wall Street Journal reported that the jump in solar installations came as a 

consequence of the dramatic drop in prices and Chinese competition.  

The growth isn't coming from U.S. solar-panel manufacturing, despite the money 
and rhetoric devoted to the industry by the Obama administration. Instead, it is in 
installations of largely foreign-made panels, whose falling price has made solar 
more competitive with other forms of power (Wall Street Journal, 2012). 
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Figure 5.3 highlights the growth in solar PV installations from 2002 through 

2011, which can be traced to a combination of factors including price, government 

policies and new products and innovations that are making the systems more efficient.    

 

 
Source: Data from U.S. Department of Energy (Solar Photovoltaic Cell/Module Shipments Report 2011 
2012). 

Figure 5.3:  Global Solar PV Module Shipments 2002-2011 

Market Consolidation 

With the steep price drop in solar modules, manufacturers are struggling to keep 

pace and maintain solvency, thus putting pressure on the rest of the solar industry supply 

chain to reduce costs. Consequently, a wave of consolidation has swept across the 

industry, both in the United States and abroad, shuttering many solar firms. The case of 

Solyndra16 and its infamous bankruptcy spurred furious debate in over the role of 

government loan policies for renewable energy within broader U.S. industrial policy. At 

least ten firms have been closed, bought out or filed for bankruptcy within last two years. 
                                                
16 California-based Solyndra, a start-up firm that developed thin-film solar cells, triggered a political debate 
over renewable energy subsidies in 2011 when it declared bankruptcy shortly after receiving a $500 million 
loan guaranty from the U.S. Department of Energy.    
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Shiao estimated that the industry has lost 40 percent of its production capacity in solar 

modules (Shiao 2012).  

INNOVATION ACTIVITY AND SOLAR MARKET TRENDS 

Given the development and rapid change in solar industry in the last decade, the 

rise of patent activity in the inverter and mounting systems space is no accident. It seems 

to be the result of two broad trends: demand-pull polices that both incentivize and require 

use of solar energy in various markets, and falling prices resulting from market 

competition. However, that market competition largely is a byproduct of government 

intervention that first incubated solar technology through niche markets and then nurtured 

it with incentives and regulations. The creation of the market for solar energy is what 

helped drive competition, a factor that has contributed to endogenous innovation in the 

balance of system by established firms as well as start-ups.  

Patent Activity and Market Conditions 

There are two measures to examine in the data in conjunction with the industry 

conditions: 1) examine the number of issued patent and published patent applications per 

year and 2) the number of patent applications filed per year. Both measures provide a 

sense of the timing of patent activity relative to the introduction of solar incentive 

policies, solar PV shipments, installation capacity, and pricing. Figure 5.4 displays the 

first method by highlighting the number of patents and published patent applications per 

year, against the backdrop of federal policy incentives, the number of firms shipping PV 

modules and the trajectory of PV module prices. The increase in inverter and mounting 

patent activity comes on the heels of a major expansion in federal government solar 

incentives, as well as sharp declines in the price of solar systems. All data except for the 
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solar module pricing in Figure 5.4 are measured in the left axis of the graph.  PV module 

prices align with the right axis, which display the data in dollars per watt.   

 

 
Source: Data from U.S. Department of Energy (Solar Photovoltaic Cell/Module Shipments Report 2011 
2012) and author data. 

Figure 5.4: Inverter/Mounting Patent Counts, PV Module Prices and  
PV Firms 2004 – 2012 
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activity in patent applications — that is to say the research and development of patentable 

products and processes — likely occurred closer to the enactment of policy measures 

intended to subsidize solar diffusion and production.  

   

 
Source: Data from U.S. Department of Energy (Solar Photovoltaic Cell/Module Shipments Report 2011 
2012) and author data. 
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balance of system, they have become a target for cost savings through innovation. One 

way this is playing out is in the integration of inverters into PV modules. Inverter firms 

and start-ups are creating a category of micro-inverters, which raise the efficiency of 

power conversion in solar modules (Trabish 2012) (Van Dell and Lawrence 2012). 

Consequently, original equipment manufacturers are purchasing more of this technology 

as they look for new revenue sources to offset the dramatic decline in module prices. 

Solar system designers also must contend with inverters and mounting technologies, as 

they play a major role in the design and engineering of solar system. In particular, 

innovation in mounting systems and equipment will play a key role in overcoming 

aesthetic barriers for consumer PV adoption.17  

Even small or incremental innovation in these BOS areas can potentially provide 

labor and installation cost savings, and/or spur consumer procurement of systems.  Thus, 

the focus on improving aspects of the BOS is the proverbial next step in the path 

development for the solar industry, which is maturing and investing its R&D capacity 

meet commercial needs. Bates Marshall, director of strategy and business development 

for SMA Solar Technology, explained that changes solar industry over the last five years 

have helped to drive down costs and increase adoption.  

“By far the majority of people adopting solar — either individuals or businesses 
or large corporations — are doing so for economic considerations. That’s very, 
very different than even five years ago, when solar was a premium product. Even 
with [government] incentives, it was much more expensive than grid electricity. 
(Marshall 2012) 

                                                
17 Although price stands as the major reason more consumers are not procuring solar PV systems, the 
reduction of the aesthetic barrier could create increased motivation for consumers to re-align their priorities 
in solar systems. Similarly, solar PV firms are seeking to coordinate more closely with residential 
construction companies in order to better integrate solar PV panels at the point of construction, to reduce 
cost and improve aesthetics (Brown 2008). 
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All of this enhances the competitiveness of solar energy as compared to traditional fossil 

fuel-generated electricity.  

Meanwhile, demand in certain markets — namely Europe — has decreased 

rapidly in light of overall economic conditions, which has propelled a retrenchment of 

some incentive policies. Marshall noted that when incentives begin to wane, solar 

companies are forced to accelerate efforts to create cost parity for their products with 

traditional electricity generation. “In a world where the incentives are being ratcheted 

down, you’ve got a serious incentive to create that edge to drive innovation to fight for 

every last penny of [Levelized Cost of Energy] LCOE,” Bates said. Timing the 

reductions in policy subsidies must be precise. Phasing out tax incentives too soon, for 

example, could diminish the critical mass in the market needed to spur revenue 

opportunities.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

Solar photovoltaic systems are rapidly changing in the United States and around 

the world. The industry is experiencing sharp declines in the price of photovoltaic 

modules; while at the same time demand is rising. Both of these events are linked to 

innovation activity in the remaining parts of solar PV systems, which are known 

collectively as the balance of system. 

In light of these changes and the revitalization of government policy designed to 

spur cleaner energy sources, this report sough to observe the level of innovation activity 

occurring within solar BOS and uncover the conditions that contributed to this 

phenomenon. Specifically, it analyzed patent counts to determine the level and 

characteristics of innovation activity in two areas of BOS: solar inverters and solar 

mounting equipment.  

Patent counts in the fields of solar PV inverters and mounting equipment reveals a 

substantial increase in innovation activity. Looking at patents in two groups — 2005 to 

2008, and 2009 to 2012 — the data show a 317 percent rise in issued patents and a 

tenfold increase in applications.  Similarly, mounting equipment revealed a 360 percent 

increase in issued patents and a 575 percent increase in applications filed for minting 

related technologies. The United States and Germany were the two nations with the 

highest number of patents and applications for both BOS categories, followed by Japan, 

Canada and a tie of China, Italy and Israel. The majority of firms filing patents in the two 

BOS areas are established firms, but patent activity was more evenly split between 

privately funded vs. publicly held firms.   
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Government policies that aimed to create expanded markets for solar products in 

the United States are the heart of innovation in solar BOS. This innovation is exogenous 

because it occurs as a result of both direct government support through vehicles such as 

production tax credits and market competition. At the same time the innovation in BOS 

demonstrates endogenous characteristics, as new technologies arise from firm R&D, 

knowledge spillovers, and maturation of the industry. A new crop of start-up firms have 

entered the market and produced new technologies in the areas of inverters and mounting 

equipment.  

Previous research suggests that government policy support of renewable energy 

industries has fueled technological development and innovation (Jaffe and Trajtenberg 

2002) (Lanjouw and Mody 1996) (J. P. Weyant 2011). The innovation occurring in 

inverters and mounting systems as reflected in patent activity would not be happening 

were there no marketplace to sell these products and no potential to generate a return on 

investment. M.J. Shiao explained that with a “critical mass” of a U.S. solar market, 

“firms and individual entrepreneurs now believe the potential payoff is large enough to 

warrant the risk of investing in the balance of system.” In some respects this desire to 

reduce costs, particularly on the labor and installation side of PV systems, harkens back 

to Hicks’s original notion of induced innovation and substitution. Yet as refined by Jaffe, 

Stavins and Newell as well as Taylor point out that federal and state subsidies in the 

United States as well as those implemented in Europe in prior decades, made solar 

systems affordable to consumer, commercial, and utility markets. Policy incentives 

helped to create and shape the market for solar, which gave way to the “critical mass” 

that made it profitable for firms to conduct R&D.   

Government policy also has played a key role not only by spurring demand in the 

market for solar, but also by specifically funding innovation through programs like the 
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Department of Energy’s SunShot initiative, an effort launched in 2009 to drive down the 

costs of solar systems. It should be noted, however, that the agency is leveraging SunShot 

to foster technologies that will help reduce complexity and cost within the balance of 

system through grants to entrepreneurs and start-up firms, which is not the key driver of 

patenting activity within inverter and mounting BOS. For now, the larger factor in the 

rise in innovation activity seems to rest squarely on the “demand” side.  

Ultimately, market creation policy initiatives largely triggered endogenous growth 

within the industry and driven firms to innovate in order to compete. Thus, with increased 

demand and the potential for revenue, firms have invested in R&D, increased their 

patenting activity, and driven new knowledge spillovers that helped accelerate innovation 

and price decreases in these areas of solar industry.  

 FUTURE OF THE SOLAR INDUSTRY 

Policies will pay a critical role in renewable energy development until the market 

shifts to the point that clean energy sources like solar PV can stand alone, without support 

in the form of tax credits to make it viable. Still, these policies designed to spur solar 

markets will not last forever. Both the federal and California solar policies and programs 

are designed to fade over time, thus incubating the industry until it can grow and flourish 

without policy support. To achieve this goal, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

estimates the total installed costs of solar PV must be cut in half — to roughly $1.50 per 

watt (Goodrich, James and Woodhouse 2012). New methods for dissemination must also 

rise. Currently, the cost of solar PV systems within new construction is less than 

retrofitting a home or commercial building for solar panels. Increased innovation within 

BOS for mounting, particularly for building-integrated PV, will become even more 
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important within the next few years, and lower prices likely will lead to greater solar PV 

adoption.   

With this growth and R&D, and new innovation, widespread diffusion of solar 

may become a reality by the end of the decade, helping to put the United States on the 

road to sustainable energy generation. 
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List of Abbreviations 

 

AC………………………………….Alternating Current 

a-SI…………………………………Amorphous silicon 

BOS………………………………...Balance of System 

CdTe………………………………..Cadmium telluride 

CIS or CIGS………………………..Copper indium gallium diselenide 

c-Si…………………………………Monocrystalline silicon 

CSP…………………………………Concentrated Solar Power 

DC…………………………………..Direct Current   

DOE………………………………...Department of Energy 

EIA………………………………….Energy Information Administration 

LCOE……………………………….Levelized Cost of Energy 

NREL……………………………….National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

PACE………………………………..Pollution abatement cost expenditures 

poly-Si……………………………….Polycrystalline silicon 

PTO………………………………….United States Patent and Trademark Office 

PV…………………………………....Photovoltaic 

poly-Si……………………………….Polycrystalline silicon  

RPS…………………………………..Renewable Portfolio Standard 

R&D…………………………………Research and Development 
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